
Pinckney Dual 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 

 

Our “second home course” at Hudson Mills has seen some historic and meaningful races, 
and today’s race was billed as more of the same.  With some unfortunate circumstances affecting 
Saline’s line-up and some complacent racing, the race that should have been a great fight looked 
more like a sloppy flop.  And while the front pack did have some highlights, the real excitement for 
the day came from our mid-pack, which took the tough conditions and made them into PR 
performances. 

For the second time, Nick Renberg led the team, and for the first time in his career, Nick 
won!!  His performance against some great competition proves last week was not a fluke, but, 
instead, a beginning….  Spencer Bishop had a breakthrough day, moving up through the race 
nicely over the last mile, splitting up Pinckney’s front pack of three, and running under 17:00 for 
the first time in his career.  Despite these performances, which tipped the scales even, the 
remainder of the top seven failed to produce “game day” performances and Saline finished far 
back of our hosts. 

Our second string included several new faces.  Freshmen Sean Dew nearly leapt to the very 
front of the group with an incredible 1:15 PR!  Paul Chandler was much-improved over his last 
race and just missed a PR, while Phelps cracked our top 14 in just his second race.  The  
younger/new athletes moving quickly through the ranks will eventually pressure our 5/6/7 runners 
into better performances….or they will replace them!! 

The middle pack of the team was clearly the most improved for the day.  Those twenty 
runners from the low 19’s through the mid 20’s dropped impressive amounts of time under difficult 
conditions.  That pack includes many first-year runners that are learning to race and reaping the 
benefits of their increasing fitness.  Each race, we can look forward to these guys dropping below 
benchmarks and adding to our depth. 

I was disappointed to see NO PR’s from A Group.  I consider Hudson Mills a faster and less 
technical course than South Lyon’s, and I thought those athletes in A would drop substantial time.  
The pressure is on them to make things right in the next race at Bath, which is usually a very fast 
course. 

Finally, as we stumble a bit with both team and competitive issues, it is a good time to ask 
yourselves ...  Do we still possess those ambitious ways, which got our program to elite status?  
Do we race and train with audacity?  Do we believe in and train towards goals everyone else 

thinks are absurd?  Are you an athlete that will carry us to the next level? 

Top Ten @ Pinckney 
Renberg  16:30 
Bishop  16:57 
Barnett  17:22 
ParkerJ  17:55 
Praschan  17:56 
Moeller  18:23 
DolsenD  18:24 
Hochrein  18:24 
Dew  18:35 
Henry  18:41 
Top Rookies 
Dew  18:35 
Crowley  18:59 
Phelps  19:10 
Althaus  19:29 
Lamus  19:34 
Braun  19:45 
Jacobsen  19:49 
McCune  19:59 
Kitto  20:02 
Furey  20:03 
Luckhardt  20:10 
Dana  20:17 
Hibbard  20:27 
Stobbe  20:51 
Frey  21:29 
 
 

 

 

Varsity Points 

15 18% Seniors 

45 54% Juniors 

13 15% Sophomores 

11 13% Freshmen 

 

Coming Up…  
 Labor Day weekend practices (optional) will be as follows…Friday, 8:30AM@MS Track; 
Monday, 6:00PM@MS Track.   
 
Our next race is the Bath Invite, next Saturday.  The Varsity will leave by van on Friday 
afternoon.  The bus and Reserve Team will leave at 7:00AM on Saturday morning. 

Blaze with the fire that is never 

extinguished. 

~ Luisa Sigea 

 

Hydration & Recovery 

Dehydration reduces your blood 
volume and slows down your 
recovery. A pound of weight lost 
during a workout is equivalent to a 
pint of water. Because your body will 
not retain all the fluid you drink, 
however, you need to drink 1½ pints 
for each pound you lose. Replacing 
fluids will help remove waste 
products, restore your blood volume, 
and ensure that you recover as 
quickly as possible. ~taken from Pete 

Pfitzinger Lab Reports 

South Lyon Invite OP’s 

Riley McCune, Nick Renberg 
 
 

Varsity for Bath Invite:  

Renberg & Bishop.  The other 
5 spots will be determined 
this week. 

Saline CC by the numbers… 

1:26 5 92 5 
The soul-crushing 

spread between our 

#1 and #5 runners.  

Totally, 100%, 

completely 

unacceptable 

Number of runners 

under 18:00 today.  

In 2009, we had 10. 
Seconds dropped by 

Hibbard from his 

first to second 

race.  Must be the 

shoes.  
Number of 

freshmen under 

20:00.  In 2009, we 

had 2. 

 


